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A Celebration of Lancashire STEM Activity - Summer'12
Here at STEMFirst we are really proud of the support and
commitment of STEM Ambassadors, Teachers and STEM
Partners helping to raise the profile of STEM across Lancashire.

A huge amount of STEM activity is going on across our region and
this newsletter, STEM'sFrom, will bring you an overview of just
some of those activities in order to spread good practice
and celebrate the outstanding work that you are doing.

 

STEMFirst have now been running the contract for a
full twelve months. We would like to say a massive
thank you for all you are doing to inspire the young
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thank you for all you are doing to inspire the young
people in Lancashire and switch on the next
generation to Science, Technology, Engineering
and Maths.

This year has been a busy one and we are seeing a
huge increase in STEM engagement across the
region.

STEMsFrom, brought to you bi-annually by STEMFirst, aims to
spread good news about STEM across Lancashire. This
newsletter contains only a tiny part of the STEM that is going on
around our area  - but we want to find out more!

Please send us your STEM stories and experiences so that we
can include them in the next edition of STEMsFrom published
around Christmas time, or have a look at our sister newsletter
NEWShoots to find out how you can get involved.

The more we can 'shout about STEM' the more people will want to
engage with the programme - so let's get shouting!

Sue Hargeaves & Helen Heggie

In This Issue:
1. STEM Spotlight

2. STEM Feedback

3. STEM Ambassadors - Team Lancashire

4. Dates for Your Diary

5. Keep in touch
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1. STEM Spotlight

Lancashire proves up to the 'Challenge'!
STEM Challenges are a series of competitions designed to encourage young people
aged 11-14  to use the skills learnt in Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics lessons to help prepare for the  London 2012 Olympic & Paralympic
Games.  STEMNET (The Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Network)

works in partnership with major organisations to nationally manage each Challenge for UK Secondary Schools.

Since we last wrote two challenges have taken place and here is the news on how we did!

 

All Hallows Catholic High School WINS Cisco STEM
Challenge

We are absolutely thrilled to tell you that one of our own team's
All Hallows Catholic School in Lancashire has WON Cisco’s
STEM  Challenge 10 !

The "A-team"  from All Hallows were crowned the winners at Cisco House in Stratford recently, for planning an
innovative local sporting event through maths and science skills.
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Cisco, STEMNET and the Pearson Foundation challenged students to consider the venue, location, sport, resources,
facilities and equipment to plan a large-scale event in their home town.

The winners stood out with their swimming venue, which was inspired by a love of circles and presented with nails in
the Olympic colours. Other entries included blind football and an aquatics centre.

All Hallows Catholic School won £2,500 for its STEM Club and eight tickets to the Olympic Hockey.

All Hallows, Morecambe High School and St Michael's in Chorley all entered the challenge. After regional judging,
supported by our STEM Ambassadors, the A Team from All Hallows were put forward to the National Final.

They then had to present their projects in a Dragon’s Den-style pitch at Cisco House, which overlooks the Olympic
Park. The judging was based on the core values of the Olympic and Paralympic Games: excellence, friendship,
respect, courage, determination, inspiration and equality.

Nearly 200 UK state-maintained secondary school teams took part in the competition, with only eight teams making it
to the final.

Kirsten Bodley, chief executive of Stemnet, said: “All of our finalists displayed really innovative approaches with
enormous enthusiasm, and it was fantastic to see their ideas developed through great teamwork. STEMNET hopes
that initiatives such as the STEM Challenges will help to inspire the next generation of Great British STEM
professionals.”

Neil Crockett, managing director London 2012 at Cisco, said: “It is exhilarating to see how the children have
embraced the spirit of the STEM Challenge and used the inspiration of the London Olympics to bring STEM skills into
a real-world context.”

All Hallows presented the Dragon's with a winning STEM idea and we hope they enjoy their prizes!

Ms Thornton, All Hallows Teacher said " I just wanted to say an enormous thank you to you and the Ambassadors for
your valuable feedback having judged our entry. We did take on board all of the feedback you gave us - we
incorporated a video, changed the powerpoint slide background, made a scale model and included the sample size
for our questionnaires. As a result we went on to win the competition! To be honest, this was the icing on the cake as
we already felt like winners being selected fo the final and it was such a nice day."
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STEM Challenge 9

We were delighted to have a team from Southlands Hign School competing
in the National Final of this challenge at the Big Bang Fair in Birmingham in
March.

STEM Challenge 9 was based on the concept of the London 2012 Paralympic Torch Relay and
inspired students to think about the power and possibilities of the energy of physical human endeavour to create a
spark to light a flame.

Over 150 school teams across the United Kingdom registered to take part in the challenge and were put through a
rigorous regional judging process, with the top eight submissions invited to present their designs.
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The winning team from Broxburn Academy won £1,000 worth of equipment for their STEM Club and exclusive access
to attend a Paralympic Torch Relay event. Second place was awarded to The Castle School who received £750, the
third place team from The Clere School were awarded £500.

Chris Holmes, London 2012 director of Paralympic Integration:
“We felt that the concept of using the energy of physical human endeavour to light the London 2012 Paralympic Flame
would be a great way to engage the creative minds of students across the UK. It has been a great opportunity for
students to get to grips with a science/technology task while also learning about the Paralympic Games.

Southlands put a substantial amount of work into this project and built a generator using a pedal bike. They have
subsequently refined their design, using feedback given by our Ambassador judges, and have showcased their work
at the Regional Big Bang Fair to high acclaim.

 

SySTEM Just In Time

SySTEM - Just In Time is a hands-on STEM Project kindly sponsored
by BAE Systems, that aims to link schools with STEM Ambassadors.

This project got off to a great start back in May. 10 teachers from 10 schools and 24 STEM Ambassadors came
together at the Tickled Trout Hotel in Preston for a 'get to know the project' day.

SySTEM is a series of 6 modules on Energy, Light, Sound, Forces and Motion, Materials, Electricity and Magnetism.
Each of the modules results in a built contraption with the challenge then to link them all together to create a larger
'Chain Reaction Contraption'. The project is flexible in that it can be delivered in the class room as a series of activites
or done all at once in one day.  Great fun was had by all with a great deal of time spent on the floor!  We were not at all
competitive!

Ambassadors and schools are now working together on their own 'Chain Reaction Contraptions' and we will be
seeing the results in the Autumn Term.

All students taking part in the project are not only getting hands-on practical experience and the opportunity to work
alongside experience STEM Professionals,but are also working towards their CREST Bronze Award at the same
time.
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Lancashire Science Festival

At the end of June a three-day science extravaganza was held at the
University of Central Lancashire (UCLan), where visitors experienced
a close encounter with an awe-inspiring robot, uncovered the
science behind magic illusions, discovered the secrets of alien
invasion survival and built and explored a 3D galaxy.

These were just a few of the activities organised to inspire visitors to the Lancashire
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Science Festival, a free event hosted by the University from 28 - 30 June 2012, in what it is hoped will become an
annual event.

This year days one and two involved an audience of primary and secondary school groups but for the first time this
year’s event included a third day at which the University threw open its doors to the general public on Saturday 30th
June.

Overall 6,200 visitors attended the event over three days, where they got hands on with practical STEM as well as
meeting many STEM Ambassadors in the Exhibition Hall that came from companies such as BAE Systems, NIS Ltd
Chorley, United Utilities, UCLAN, Institute of Physics, Lab in a Lorry, North West Aerospace Alliance, Primary
Engineer and many more.

Dr Jo Heaton, Science Festival Director, said: “We used the broadest possible definition of science so included
technology and engineering, health, psychology and even selected areas of art and design to show the limitless
possibilities of science. We wanted to break down barriers around science, highlight the fantastic careers there are
available and how it’s applicable in many parts of life.”

UCLan’s Dr Rob Smith, Senior Lecturer in Organic and Medicinal Chemistry, produced  lots of pyrotechnics, flashes
and bangs: “Our aim was to enthuse school kids and get them involved, exciting them about chemistry and science.”
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UCLAN Team breaks world record!

Lancashire Students help UCLAN to a new Guinness World Record!

Students across Lancashire, the North West and beyond have taken part in a UCLAN
led attempt to launch the most water-powered bottle rockets into the air in 24 hours.

Pupils across our county spent July the 4th and 5th launching bottle rockets as part of
“The 24 Hour Rocket Challenge” aiming to launch at least 1,000 rockets made from
drinks bottles over a 24-hour period.
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STEM teacher Dave Smith said: “I’m hoping the children go away from today with an impression of what can be done
with STEM subjects – science, technology, engineering and maths. There seems to be quite a lot of interest in the
challenge. “We’re hopeful we will break the record. Hopefully it will prime their interest in possible future careers.”

The bottles were launched up to 60 metres in the air by pumping air through water into each bottle, building pressure
so the water is pushed out of the bottle, thrusting it into the air and was co-ordinated by UCLAN in Preston in
partnership with NASA.

Latest news is that 2575 rockets were launched in the 24 hour period and subject to official sign off they believe
they have a new Guinness World Record!

Thank you to all those Ambassadors that supported and to both KPMG at Preston and NIS in Chorley for supplying
last minute independent judges!

 

Bowland High School's STEM Day

Bowland High School - STEM Experience Day.

Bowland High School held a STEM Day just before the Easter break.  Lancashire STEM
Ambassadors were again in action in the afternoon taking part in a total of 8 workshops
promoting STEM Careers.
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Feedback from Helen Dakin , Applied Learning Co-ordinator, Bowland High:

"On behalf of staff and pupils  I would like to say a huge thank you for your support at the recent STEM
afternoon.   Thank you for giving up your valuable time to come and spend the afternoon here at Bowland.    Our pupils
(and staff!!) have certainly benefited from your knowledge and expertise.   The event received a great response, and
we would like to run it again next year. "

 

1 in 52 in the world!

We are delighted that one of Lancashire's STEM Ambassadors
Barbara Entwistle has recently been appointed a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of
Building. 

There are only 52 in the entire world so many congratulations to Barbara on this achievement.

Our STEM Ambassadors represent a wealth of experience, knowledge, career routes and STEM sectors - a fantastic
opportunity for schools to inspire their students and raise their expectations. More and more schools are embracing
the STEM Programme and seeing the huge benefits associated with getting involved.

 

STEM Clubs send a LEGO Man into Space

Whitworth High School have been leading a STEMClubs project to
send a Lego man into space.

How high into space can your STEM club get a Lego man?   Are you
ready for the challenge?

Whitworth Community High School has run a successful and vibrant STEM club for two
terms and have thrown the gauntlet down to other schools, challenging them to a STEM
competition.

They invited teams from local schools to join them at a competition briefing meeting on the 14th June and set the
challenge to get a lego man (or woman) to reach the greatest height using weather balloons and helium gas. 

Ashton Community Science College, Colne Park High, Whitworth and Southlands all competed in the challenge. After
working on their individual space 'pods' the launch was scheduled for Thursday July 12th at Whitworth Community
High School.
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With fair weather, light winds and approval from the UK Civil Aviation Authority the lego men were launched.

The students from each school really embraced this project and had designed some fantastic space pods for their
lego men. The enthusiasm, excitment and passion was evident and the students STEM knowledge surrounding their
work was exceptional.

Following the launch each team delivered a power point presentation regarding their work, designs and space
knowledge. Many teams are working towards a CREST award as part of the project.

Each pod  was fitted with GPS trackers and filming devices so we are eagerly awaiting the hopeful return of the pods
and lego men so that we can assess the success of the 'missions' and judge the entries.

Prizes will be given for the school that can reach the highest altitude, the school producing the best film footage,  the
school recycling the most equipment

It is Whitworth's hope that following a successful competition this could become an annual summer science event for
schools in the area.
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Industry Tours get great feedback from students!

STEM Ambassadors lead the way in Industrial Awareness.

UNISON Engine Components are once again opening their doors to students in order to raise awareness of real life
engineering. A group of 20 students and 2 teachers from Colne Park High School visited Unison Engine
Components, Burnley to look at how computer software and more specifically programming was used in
manufacturing. 

The students were given a shop floor tour looking at software applications and then the group spent time with the
machining software engineer who showed them the  software applications within the facility.  They were given
demonstrations on faro arm laser scanner, various cnc machines, kuka robots and other computer automated
systems within the business.

"It was a very interesting visit and the students all got something out of it. One pupil in my group that spoke to UNISON
about apprenticeships was absolutely buzzing - the most enthused I have seen him. It helps them all to see
workplaces they aren't familiar with and the level of technology involved."  STEM Teacher, Colne Park High School
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First Edition Day - FREE STEM Activity for Blakewater
College

First Edition has been designed to widen participation by
encouraging students from diverse groups to consider courses and careers in science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM).

In Lancashire we were lucky enough to be offered a FREE First Edition day for one of our schools.

First Edition, delivered by the Engineering Development Trust (EDT),  helps develop personal skills whilst raising
careers awareness. By informing choice we are helping young people shape their future.

The events have been designed to encourage creativity and innovation through practical team based activities allied
to extensive problem solving. During the day, the students took part in designing, building and testing a model as well
as finding out more about a range of STEM careers.

The first activity of the day involved building a tower and the second activity was based around disaster recovery and
included building a bridge and a vehicle from different materials to specific criterion.

 Ambassadors that supported the day came from the Army, RAF, SmallPeice Trust and Centrica Energy - thank you for
all your support!
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The Tech-Factor and The Bug Hunt

As part of National Science and Engineering week 2012 The
Manchester Museum hosted two new events, designed and
organised by University of Manchester PhD students Amelia Markey
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and Peter Elliott,  which were attended by over 400 people.

The Tech Factor

The Tech-Factor involved following QR code clues around the museum exhibits to find examples of technology. Actors
were also present throughout the treasure hunt to explain various technologies.  These included an Ancient Egyptian
Mummy, a Samurai warrior, Polar bears explaining the impact of our technologies on the environment, an Astronaut
and a Palaeontologist. The aim of this project was to engage children with the museum exhibits, to demonstrate how
technology has been used in very different ways throughout history and to highlight both the positive and negative
impacts of technology. 

Quotes from parents included "I really enjoyed the experience and seeing my sons feeling inspired by the challenge
and clues".

The Bug Hunt

“Fun, exciting and interesting” were just a few words used to describe The Bug Hunt. The event was aimed at younger
children and allowed them to learn about some of the “bugs” and “germs” that we often come into contact with along
with learning to wash their hands effectively with the aid of a UV gel system.
Images of ticks, tapeworms and fleas, to name but a few, were hidden around the museum's Discovery Centre which
allowed the intrepid “bug hunters”, armed with their germ books, to discover and learn more about them.
The aim of the activity was for the children and adults to learn about different microorganisms that are common  Over
300 people were counted into the room which highlighted its popularity on the day.
Siblings and adults were found challenging each other to a hand washing show down with the aid of the UV hand
washing facility. This resource allowed them to visualise where bacteria and dirt accumulate on their hands. Trainee
nurse, Aimee Worrad, talked through the techniques of effective hand washing and showed the children how to
completely wash the UV gel off leaving clean hands .

Both events have been kindly funded by the Manchester Beacon for Public Engagement, Manchester Interdisciplinary
Biocentre and Professor Matthew Cobb with support from The Manchester Museum and The University of Manchester
School of Arts, Histories and Cultures.
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Johnson Matthey chosen to exhibit at Make- It in
Britain

The Make It In Great Britain Campaign - Johnson Matthey Chemicals send STEM Ambassadors to National
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Exhibition.

Make It In Great Britain is a government-backed programme focussing on UK manufacturing.  The project has many
strands, including an exhibition this summer to be held at the Science Museum in London.

Many other media activities are planned over the next few months, including profiling those who have had success in
manufacturing careers.  Make It In Great Britain would be very interested to hear from people working in the industry
who would like to support the campaign.  Further information can be found at their website.

http://makeitingreatbritain.bis.gov.uk

Clare Braithwaite at Johnson Matthey, Clitheroe said ' We are very proud of our STEM work at Johnson Matthey, and
after making an an application to be part of the exhibition we were lucky enough to be on of the chosen few!'

 

 

A Lancashire STEM Ambassador features in the Make
it in Great Britain ‘30 Under 30’!
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Congratulations to our STEM Ambassador Kai Burkitt, who has been named amongst the
top 30 young rising stars of the manufacturing world, announced by Business Minister
Mark Prisk.

Selected by a panel of expert judges for being passionate high-flyers, the Make it in Great Britain ‘30 Under 30’ come
from all walks of manufacturing.

They will now go on to act as ambassadors for the Make it in Great Britain campaign, which aims to challenge
outdated opinions and transform the image of modern manufacturing. They will have a special role in engaging with
other young people, to ensure that the next generation is aware of the great jobs and careers in the industry.

The Make it in Great Britain campaign will culminate in an exhibition at the Science Museum, taking place from 24 July
until 9 September.

 

STEMNET's Chief Executive Visits Lancashire

It was lovely to see Kirsten Bodley, STEMNet's Chief Executive
spending the day at NIS Ltd in Chorley, Lancashire back in May. 

NIS Ltd were worthy winners of "Most Dedicated STEM Employer " prize for 2011 which
saw Marc Green, NIS Senior Mechanical Engineer, winning a visit to CERN.

Kirsten commented:

"Your support for schools through your STEM Programme, working with STEMFirst, is a
fabulous example of the value of business-education links and the benefits that accrue

to all those involved. 

I also found the discussions very helpful for STEMNET – as I mentioned, we are keen to engage more with SMEs and
to encourage more apprentices to act as role models for such inspiring careers as offered at NIS."

 

Children Are Nutty Professors!
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Pupils in Chorley were blown away with the power of science as Lab
in a Lorry visted their school for a day.

Lab in a Lorry is a mobile science laboratory experience run by volunteers (many are
STEM Ambassadors) which has visited the areas of Chorley and Preston in order to

make science and engineering a lot more attractive to 11-14 year olds.

The Lab visited Holy Cross High School as part of the Lancashire Science Festival which was held at UCLan in
Preston from June 28 to 30.

Each lorry containes three lab areas where groups of up to six people can take part in fun and informative
experiments, without setting the place on fire!

Around 90 students took part in the activities, mostly from year 7 and a handful from years 8 & 9.

Sean Hardley, who is a science teacher at Holy Cross said:- "The whole day was a success and I would like to get
involved with Lab In A Lorry again. The pupils enjoyed in particular how unusual the experiments where and how
hands-on the experience was."

James Bamford, spokesman for the Insitiute of Physics (IOP) said "Lab in a Lorry is a fantastic experience for young
people.  It generates excitement and curiosity in science by letting students explore experimental science for
themselves with the help of expert mentors."

The programme consists of two 44ft long lorries that have been visiting school, youth organisations and major events
in the UK and Ireland since early 2005 and it is all free of charge. 

Lab in a Lorry will be next in Lancashire at Our Lady and St John Catholic Arts College, North Road, Blackburn, BB1
1PY from 19th - 21st September.
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2. STEM Feedback

STEM Feedback - Have your say !

Throughout the past months there has been some fantastic
STEM work going on throughout Lancashire.

These activities include activities such as STEM Careers sessions, Lab in a Lorry,
Legoman in Space, Speed Networking, STEM Challanges, Work Inspiration, company

visits, Take Off in Aerospace,  Make IT challenges, SySTEM-Just in Time, BAE Systems Roadshows, Curriculum
support, RAF First Edition days and on and on....!

Here are some of the feedback comments we have received from people that took part:

Perfect fit on experience for students requirements. Very interactive activity with young
people working in small groups and then coming together as a big 'team'. The Blackpool
and Fylde College STEM Ambassadors who led this activity were well organised and very
very enthusiastic and this came over to the audience. The race off at the end was a good
way to round off the day.

Good planning, interaction from students and teachers, fun. As the session used board
games the children were actively learning mathematics through play rather than via
conventional teaching. Really useful to have real people with read jobs leading these
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sessions!

 

Can I sincerely thank you on behalf of all four of us who visited you a week last Wednesday
for a factory tour. We enjoyed reviewing our photographs and talking through the whole
experience this week and it was surprising the different aspects that we each noticed and
remembered. Not only have the A level students, Beth and Nicolo, benefited from having
first-hand experience and examples to bring their theory to life and add that extra
knowledge that is needed to impress examiners at this level, but I have been using
Hollands Pie examples in my teaching of other classes too all week.  I know how privileged
we are to have been allowed access to the factory and to have so much of your personal
time and hope we can develop future links.

 

 Just a quick email to say thank you very much for the time you gave visiting our school. I
really appreciate your support and I hope that you also enjoyed it. Perhaps you could visit
again in the future and support a future event. In the meantime I will continue encouraging
the girls into STEM and maybe in the future we could see a prosperous intake of the girls.

Neil Hodgson, Our Lady's and St John's, Blackburn

 

Well organised and started on time from both the schools point and the stem activity
facillator. The whole experience was enjoyable and time well spent. Team of 3
Ambassadors worked well as a judging panel. Teacher was fully aware of requirements,
room set up well, and pupils prepared and rehearsed for the session.

 

Just wanted to thank you for arranging two STEM Ambassadors (Mark Ramsden and Daniel
Tomkins) to judge our Eco-Schools event yesterday. They did a brilliant job and the
students all gained so much more by presenting in front of people they didn't know. Thanks
again.         Sandra New ton, CTK Preston

 

Your feedback is important to us, as is letting us know what you have been up to.....
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To send us your latest STEM activity just send a quick email to either Sue on sue.hargreaves@stemfirst.com or Helen on

helen.heggie@stemfirst.com

Your feedback is really valuable and if you take part in an activity please take time to
complete STEMNET’s survey form as applicable

http://www.keysurvey.com/survey/414011/171b/?
LQID=1&sub=Lancashire&rgn=North_West  For AMBASSADOR Feedback Survey

 

http://www.keysurvey.com/survey/423634/6e0f/?
LQID=1&sub=Lancashire&rgn=North_West For TEACHER / School Feedback Survey

 

3. STEM Ambassadors - Team Lancashire

STEM Lancashire - Some interesting Data

STEM Facts and Figures

Here at STEMFirst we are working really hard to support STEM across Lancashire and
link schools with employers in order to inspire and grow the next generation of Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths professionals.

But what does that currently look? How much is actually going on?

Here are some of the facts and figures regarding all the fantastic work we are doing together.

Helen Heggie  STEMFirst's Director for schools has visited 75 of 100 secondary schools so far this school year,
spreading the STEM message and explaining how STEM Ambassadors can make a real difference.  Stemming
from the school visits have been over 250 requests for ambassadors to support.  The requests have ranged from
specific curriculum support in lessons to Careers Speed Dating!  Over 90% of these requests have been fulfilled and
thank you to everybody for your support in making this happen.

Sue Hargreaves STEMFirst's Director for Ambassadors has been kept very busy with Ambassador numbers
continuing to grow.  As a team of Ambassadors in Lancashire we are a really active group – probably one of the most
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active in the country.  Currently nearly 84% of our ambassadors have undertaken an activity in the last 12 months. 
Thanks for all your help and support in making this happen!

 

The STEM Snap Shot for Lancashire as of July 2012 gives us the following profile:

 

4. Dates for Your Diary

Engineering Your Future

Now in it's 6th year here in the North West, Engineering Your Future
(EYF) has become a key date in the diary of North West Secondary
schools and Sixth Form Colleges

 

Burnley Event - Wednesday 10th October 2012
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Preston Event - Friday 9th November 2012

.

This one day careers event has been established to provide an opportunity for KS5
pupils to see that engineering is a career worth pursuing, and help them make an informed choice.

It is jointly co-ordinated and sponsored by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, the Institution of Civil Engineers,
the Institution of Engineering and Technology, the Institution of Chemical Engineers, The Nuclear Institute, the
Institute of Physics and the British Computer Society, and is fully supported by STEMNET and the northwest STEM
Centres.

We are looking for Ambassadors to act as mentors and guides on the day.

This will include looking after a small group of students, facilitating their visit to the event, answering questions,
talking about yourselves and your career, and generally helping the students get the most out of their day.

If you would like to help on either or both days then please contact us.

 

5. Keep in touch

If you would like to discuss your schools STEM requirements, or get involved with supporting STEM across
Lancashire we are happy to help.

For school STEM enquiries please contact: Helen Heggie on 07808 646 493

For STEM Ambassador enquiries please contact: Sue Hargreaves on 07921 678 095

We really want to hear what you, your company or school are up to!

Best Wishes,

Sue

Sue Hargreaves
Director
STEMFirst
Tel: 07921 678 095
Email: sue.hargreaves@stemfirst.com
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